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The goal of this grant was to develop a method of mechanically
pruning grape vineyards that was productive, economical and sustainable.
We feel that the improvements to the mechanical pruning unit have helped
keep more productive wood on the vines. The hand follow-up behind the
machine is faster and results in a cost savings to the farmer.
As stated in our application, the pruning process must be able to retain
the good quality fruiting wood, while discarding the unproductive wood on
the lower side of the canopy. The fingers that we added to the machine (we
call them 'the spinners') actually lift some of this longer ripe wood and hold
them up in the air allowing the machine to cut the undesirable wood. We
placed the spinners on the front cutter bars and have the ability to raise or
lower them depending on the vigor of the vineyard. The mechanical pruning
unit requires adjustment (moving the spinners, cutter bars and/or the
direction of the fingers) at least once a day or in each new vineyard. By
making these adjustments we can reduce the amount of hand follow-up that
is needed by allowing the machine to make precise cuts for that vineyard.
Hand follow-up, cleaning the trunks and making at least one main cut to a
two-year or older cane on each side of the cordon, is still a must. This hand
follow-up is done at a rate of about 80 to 100 vines per hour, instead of an
average hand trimmer pruning about 24 vines per hour.
The Betts' form of pruning, in the comparisons done by Dr. Terry
Bates has shown that we can sustain bud counts and quality. Starting this
year, we will have the opportunity to leave better buds and/or longer canes
because of the spinners. We also have been able to show with this
experiment on our farm that we have a hidden savings on sprays. Having
only applied two fungicides in the last three years, we feel this is due to our
maintaining the quality scouting, bud selection and not over cropping.
We held a demonstration on our farm, see Post-Journal article,
showing the difference between our mechanical pruning unit with spinners
and an original machine. All farmers attending had their own opinions,
some liked our way of pruning and others still don't feel the need to change.
Many farmers still are nervous about letting a machine do most of the work,
or they may not think it looks as good as hand pruned. Dr. Terry Bates'
articles and report shows how all comparisons work out technically and

economically. The articles were handed out at our demonstration and
showed these same farmers that had many concerns, we were maintaining
quality and tonnage. In cooperation with National Grape and Cornell
Cooperative Extension we spoke and showed how we do our hand follow-up
at four other demonstrations, see Co-Op and Observer article. We traveled
from Michigan to the Finger Lakes in New York interacting with farmers
and learning as much as we taught.
We have seen a great difference in fainters thinking within this last
year. Money hasn't been as good as in the past, expenses have only rose and
the future only has questions. We have been out in the lead with everyone
watching our every move, not only in the vineyard but by our cost surveys.
We feel we must move forward and keep looking for better ways to improve
this machine. We are very pleased with the results of the spinners and of
this project, but feel the mechanical pruning unit can be improved greatly.
Speeding up the hand follow-up techniques, cutting costs and improve
working standards (technology in our area is very primitive compared to
other areas) are all things that still need to be addressed for us. We will
always be looking, dreaming and hopefully fmding new ways to improve the
most costly part of grape farming.

